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1. GRIEL – Introduction
GRIEL is the online facility that manages all ring data traffic. Vogeltrekstation (the Dutch ring scheme)
uses GRIEL for all its data transmission between the ringers, reporters and Vogeltrekstation. GRIEL is the
acronym for ‘Geautomatiseerd Ring Invoer en Export Loket’ (English translation = Automated Import
and Export Ring Counter), but also means Stonecurlew (Burhinus oedicemus) in Dutch. The acronym
GRIEL has been invented by Boena van Noorden. GRIEL is the successor of POOT, the desktop
application which Vogeltrekstation used until 2009 to enter, view, and extract ring and recovery data.
GRIEL uses the internet to communicate with the database of Vogeltrekstation. Whenever you are using
GRIEL you are in direct contact with our database. Everything you report is directly submitted to this
database, and also all the data you have entered is visible for you and it is possible to make changes if
necessary. This method has the advantages that it is possible to carry out validity checks of the entered
data while it is being typed into GRIEL, which prevents many typing errors. This however has the
disadvantage that it works a little bit slower.
GRIEL offers many different possibilities! With the introduction of GRIEL it gives the reporter the
possibility to view all of your records which are stored in the Vogeltrekstation database. It even gives you
the option to download the desired data to Excel. This gives you the opportunity to check your data
without being connected to the internet. GRIEL makes it possible for you to change incorrect or missing
data and gives you the option to rectify or add missing data. It is also possible to enter biometric
measurements in GRIEL. In GRIEL it is easy to manage your own ring stock. All the messages which you
used to receive by email or post are now visible and manageable in GRIEL; recoveries, inquiries and
other messages all together. Including the option to print messages, and by using a series of buttons to
reply. In this manual you will find everything you need to know about GRIEL.
At this moment we are working on GRIEL FAQ (GRIEL Frequently Asked Questions). On
www.vogeltrekstation.nl/grielFAQ you will soon find the answers to most of the frequently asked
questions concerning GRIEL.
Finally: are you missing something in this manual, or do you have a problem with GRIEL which you can’t
figure out by yourself, please contact Vogeltrekstation.

Vogeltrekstation
Dutch Centre for Avian Migration & Demography
P.O. Box 50
6700 AB Wageningen
The Netherlands
phone
+31 (0) 317 – 473 465
fax.
+31 (0) 317 – 473 675
info@vogeltrekstation.nl
email:
www.vogeltrekstation.nl
website:
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2. Taking the first steps in GRIEL
2.1

Welcome screen

GRIEL is accessible from every PC, desktop or laptop with an internet connection at www.griel.nl. GRIEL
can be used with each operation system; Windows, Apple-Macintosh or Linux. To be able to use GRIEL
you need an internet browser with a broadband internet connection. The most commonly used internet
browsers are: Firefox, Google-Chrome, Internet Explorer, Opera and Safari. As far as we know GRIEL
works without a problem with the different internet browsers mentioned above, although the appearance
can be a little bit different depending on the internet browser. When you open the internet browser of
your preference and go to www.griel.nl, the following screen (figure 1) will appear. The default language
of GRIEL is set to Dutch. To change the language to English (or German) you can move the mouse cursor
over “Taal” (= Dutch for language) in the top-right corner and select English here. The same screen, only
in English, will then appear (figure 2).

Figure 1. The Dutch welcome screen GRIEL. To change the language to your preference go to the top-right corner
of the screen and select Taal (= Dutch for Language).

The three big orange buttons in the middle of the screen will direct you towards the three main sections
of GRIEL:

Report a ring : in this section everyone is able to report a metal bird ring that you have found or that
has been read by you. You don’t have to be a ringer to be able to use this section of GRIEL, and is it not
necessary to login. This section is meant for public reports. The reporter is being guided, step by step,
through different entry screens, where information can be entered about the bird and the ring, the
circumstances of the found bird/ring, the location and the date and time of the discovery. Indicating the
location of the discovery is done by using Google-maps, this has the advantage that the coordinates can
be stored in the database with great accuracy. Public reporters will automatically receive information
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about the reported ring if they will either leave a valid postal address or email address. Also the ringer
will be automatically notified about the recovery of the ring.

Figure 2. The English welcome screen GRIEL. In this screen you can make a choice between three options by using
the three orange buttons in the middle of the screen: “Report a ring”, “Login” or “Show species information”. By
using the menu on the left side you are also able to report a ring (“Report capture”) and show species information
(“Capture overview maps”). You can also choose to be directed to the Vogeltrekstation website, the Euring website
or read information about GRIEL.

Login : All active ringers and regular reporters of bird rings have their own account which they can use to
sign in to GRIEL. Your account name is your email address. The password is sent to you by
Vogeltrekstation. You are able to change you own password at any time. Once you are logged in as a
ringer you are able to enter and view ring data and recovery data and if necessary make changes. You
can manage your own ring stock, and change your name and address. You can also change your settings
for the entry screens and view your participation in the different projects. Behind the button “Login” the
majority of GRIEL is occurring. This is the most relevant section for you as a ringer or regular reporter
and will be explained in this manual.

Show species inform ation : In this section you are able to create your own maps of individual species
or species groups where the location of all the ring and recovery data is visible. In a glance you can see
where our ringed birds came from and where they are heading. You can select the geographical area
which you want to be displayed, varying from one province (only Dutch provinces), the Netherlands, the
Benelux, Europe or the World. You can also set the time period of the results you want to be displayed.
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2.2

Log in to Griel

To sign in to GRIEL you select the middle orange button “Login”, and the following screen (figure 3) will
appear:

Figure 3. The login screen.

You can fill in your email address and the password that is provided to you by Vogeltrekstation to sign in
to GRIEL. Behind the entry fields you will see a red asterisk (*), indicating that you have to fill in both of
the fields. You can also use the “Sign in” button in the top-right corner of your screen (figure 4).

Figure 4. The “Sign in” button in the top-right corner.

Once you have signed in, you will see the following screen:

Figure 5. The welcome screen, after you have signed in, including an enlargement of the menu in the top-right
corner.
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The menu in the top-right corner has changed a little bit as you can see in figure 5. As long as you are
signed in and working with GRIEL this menu will be visible and ready to use, regardless in which screen
you are working at the moment. At the place where previously the button “Sign in” was visible you can
now see the button “My Account”. The button “My Account” will guide you directly towards your personal
account settings, more on this later. The button “Home” will redirect you towards the welcome screen, no
matter in which screen you are working. By moving the mouse over the button “Language” you can
change the language to your desired language, at this moment you can choose between the languages
English, German and Dutch. The button “About” offers you a short background information about the
online application GRIEL. Directly underneath this menu you will see your login name, followed by the
text “Sign out” in blue. By clicking on “Sign out” you will return to the welcome screen (figure 1).

2.3

Using the left menu bar

Once you are logged in, you can see that the menu bar on the left side of the screen has extended with
two additional tabs and now consists out of four different main-components. From bottom to top, these
are: “Home”, “More information”, “My administration” and “Captures”. Each main component (the
orange/brown tab) is divided into a number of sub-components. When you select one of the maincomponents the subdivision of the smaller components will become visible in white.
The tab at the bottom “Home” will redirect you to the welcome screen (figure 5), and has the same
function as the button “Home” at the top-right-corner. This is the only function of this tab, so we don’t
pay any more attention to this tab.

The next tab, “More information” consists out of four sub-components
(figure 6). These are: “Website VT” (=website Vogeltrekstation), “Website
Euring”, “Capture overview maps” and “About GRIEL”. The first two subcomponents are obvious and need no further explanation. “Capture
overview maps” will redirect you towards a module in which you can make
your own maps by using the data from our database.
“About GRIEL” offers you short background information about the online
application GRIEL, as has been mentioned before.

Figure 6. Left menu bar with the tab “More information” and the sub-components.
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The tab “My administration” is also divided into four sub-components
(figure 7). These are in successive order “My messages”, “My projects”,
“My rings” and “My account”. These four sub-components are the most
important sections of GRIEL and will be described in detail in chapter 3.

Figure 7. Left menu bar with the tab “My administration” and the sub-components.

The tab “Captures” is divided into five sub-components (figure 8). The subcomponents are in successive order “Add new ring-capture”, “Add new recapture”, “My captures”, “My project captures” and “My Project
Biometrics”. These are the components you are probably going to use most
often. Therefore they are being described to you in detail in chapter 4. The
first two sub-components can be used to add new ring and recovery data,
more on this in chapter 4.1.
By selecting “My captures”, “My project captures” or “My Project
Biometrics” it is possible to review all of your own ring and recovery data
on the projects in which you participate, all arranged together in one
screen. You have the option to export your own ring and recovery data to
an Excel-file. To do this, select the button “Export to Excel” on the right
side of the screen (figure 9). It is even possible for each individual capture
to check out the details of this catch and make changes if necessary. The
later is only possible in “My captures”.

Figure 8. Left menu bar with the tab “Captures” and the sub-components.
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The menu bar on the left side of the screen as described before is
always visible in the same way as long as you are signed in. The
menu bar on the left side is useful for switching between the
different components that GRIEL has to offer. But remember that
as soon as you select a different tab, the sub-components of this
Figure 9. The button “Export to Excel”.
tab automatically become visible, resulting in the disappearance of
the sub-components of the previous tab. Take your time to get acquainted with the left side menu and
the different tabs and its sub-components and check out where the different buttons guide you.

Box 1. Computer terminology
In this manual, in the GRIEL frequently asked questions (FAQ) on the website of Vogeltrekstation, in the GRIEL
forum and while contacting the employees of Vogeltrekstation there are frequently reoccurring concepts that can
raise some confusion. We will mention the most important concepts to minimize the confusion.

Operating system: is the program that “operates” your computer. There are three common operating systems:
LINUX, Apple-Macintosh and Windows. Most people are using Windows. There are many different versions of
Windows. In chronological order these are Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista
and Windows 7. Most of the Windows operating systems are available in a “home edition” and “pro edition”.
Internet browser: is the program on your computer that you are using to surf on the internet. This isn’t your
operating system! There are many different internet browsers, the most common are: Windows Internet Explorer,
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari and Netscape (figure 10). All of these internet browsers also have
different versions. The appearance of websites on your computer, and if parts of the websites do or don’t work
properly is (unfortunately) depending on the internet browser you are using. GRIEL works well with Internet
Explorer version 8, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Safari. Although the appearance and functionality of certain
components can be a little bit different depending on the internet browser you are using. Internet Explorer version
6 is giving big problems when using GRIEL and should be avoided at all times. For more information also see:
http://www.vogeltrekstation.nl/home/griel

Internet provider: is the company from which you receive your internet connection (most of the time also your
telephone and television). The internet provider is regularly being confused with the operating system and internet
browser. Some examples are Het Net, Xs4all, Tele2, UPC, Telfort, etc. (be aware: these are examples of Dutch
internet providers). It is irrelevant which provider you are using for GRIEL. The internet speed of your connection
however is very important. The old fashion “dial in” connections (using a modem) are too slow. You need to have at
least an ADSL connection, preferable with a speed of 20 Mb/sec. (or faster).

Windows Internet
Explorer

Mozilla Firefox

Google Chrome

Apple Safari

Netscape

Figure 10. The recognizable logos of various internet browsers, useful to identify your own internet browser.
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3. My administration
3.1

My account

In “My account” you are able to change your own account settings. You arrive at the “My account” screen
(figure 11) from the left side menu bar (Captures  My account) or from the top-right corner menu. “My
account” is accessible in this way as long as you are signed in. In this screen you are able to change your
address settings or add additional addresses (e.g. work address next to your home address), phone
numbers, etc. In your account settings you can also change your password. The only field which is
impossible for you to change is your ‘UserID’. The ‘UserID’ is provided to you by Vogeltrekstation and is
similar to your email address. An important component of your account settings is the field ‘Delegate to’.
By using this field you are able to give other people (whom you trust) the rights to manage your account
on your behalf. Of course this person also needs to be in possession of a GRIEL account. This option is
very useful when you are away for a certain period of time (e.g. work or holiday) and gives you the
possibility to appoint a colleague ringer to manage your data. You can use the ‘Delegate to’ function as
often as you like and reverse the settings if necessary. This function will be described in chapter 3.2.

Figure 11. My account settings screen. Always press the save button when you have made changes in this screen!
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The different fields in the account settings screen will be described here, one by one.
UserID: The UserID is the email address which you have provided to Vogeltrekstation and this is
necessary to sign in to GRIEL. You are unable to change your own UserID. If you are going to use a
different email address, please contact Vogeltrekstation. However, we advise you not to change your
email address unless strictly necessary.
User Name: In this field are mentioned, in successive order, your initials, your first name, possibly a
tussenvoegsel (e.g. Henk van der Vries, tussenvoegsles are quite common in Dutch), and your surname.
If you see a misspelling you can adjust this yourself.
Company Name: If relevant for your work as a ringer it can be useful to use this field to fill in the name
of the company where you are working.
Preferred Language: The preferred language is standard set to Dutch. You can change the language to
your preferred language: Dutch, English or German. After you have signed in, GRIEL will work with your
preferred language. When you choose a different language from the top-right corner (figure 5), instead
of your preferred language, then GRIEL will use this language for the current session. However, as soon
as you sign out and later sign in again, the preferred language will be used again.
Ringers ID: This is your unique ringer number provided to you by Vogeltrekstation. (Only applicable for
Dutch ringers)
Sexe: Select your gender, either Male (=man), Female (=vrouw). If unknown (=onbekend) is being
displayed, please select your gender.
Birth Date: Please check if your date of birth is displayed correctly.
Address: In the address window (figure 12) you are able to add or edit address information. If you want
to add address information select the green plus symbol (a), to make changes select the green pencil (b)
in this window. You are now able to add or make changes in the desired fields (street, nr, postal code,
city and country). Be aware: After you have made the desired changes it is necessary to save these
changes by pressing the green tick (c). It is also possible to undo the made change by pressing the red
cross (d). To delete a whole address press the white paper with the small red cross (e) in front of the
address you want to delete. Before leaving the account setting screen always press “Save” (figure 11).

a

c

b

d
e

Figure 12. The buttons to add (a) or edit (b) address information and the buttons to save (c) or discard (d) the
changes you have made or to remove (e) a whole address at once.
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Note:

Because we are still working on GRIEL it can be possible that the ‘address’ and ‘phone book’
types are still in Dutch. The translation from Dutch to English: Huis = Home, Werk = Work,
Anders = Other and Postadres = P.O. Box.

Phone Book: The phone book window works just like the address window, mentioned before. Just like
in the address window you can add different types of phone numbers, e.g. home, work and other. The
third phone type ‘other’ can be used at your own discretion. It isn’t possible to change the field ‘type’.
Delegate to: The field “Delegate to” is standard set to “<Nobody>” (figure 13a). Only you are able to
sign in to your account and manage your account. However, if you want to, you can give someone the
rights to manage your account on your behalf. This person also needs to be in possession of a GRIEL
account. This option is very useful when you are away for a certain period of time, for work or holiday,
and gives you the possibility to appoint a colleague ringer to manage your data. You can use the
‘Delegate to’ function as often as you like and reverse the settings if necessary.
But how does this work? You can use the black triangle in the so called combo-box to expand the
“Delegate to” combo-box and you will see all the active GRIEL users. This list can be very long and it
might be easier to type in the name of the person you are looking for (figure 13b). As soon as you have
entered the first letter of a person’s name, you will only see the names containing this letter. If you enter
another letter the list gets smaller and smaller. If the person you are looking for is visible in the list than
select the person by clicking on the name by using the mouse.
All the combo-boxes in GRIEL work in the same fashion. This makes it much easier for you to search a
specific person or bird, instead of scrolling through the whole list. An example is illustrated in figure 13b
and more information about the combo-box can be found in chapter 5.1 Combo-box.

a

b
Figure 13. How to use the function “Delegate to”. (a) Standard the combo-box is set to “<Nobody>”.
(b) As soon as you start typing, only those items which contain the typed text are visible. As soon as you have
selected the user you were looking for with the mouse, the selection will be made.
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3.2

Act as other user

As soon as someone has selected your name at “Delegate to”, you are allowed to act on behalf of this
person and you are allowed to manage the administration of this person. When someone has delegated
his or her account to you, an additional sub-component is visible in the tab “My administration”, called
“Act as other user” (figure 14). Here you can select the administration of the user(s) who have delegated
their account to you. You can choose the person of whom you are willing to manage the GRIEL
administration by making a choice from the list (figure 14a). Now you are able to view the ring and ring
recovery of the person you have selected and you are able to add new data, or change data on behalf
this person. As soon you are acting as another user and have stepped into someone’s shoes, you are no
longer able to check your own data and you are at the moment unable to enter your personal data. The
only exceptions are the account settings, like your name, address, etc. In the account settings you will
only see your own settings and not the account settings of the other user. As long as you are acting as
another user, you will see, underneath your own name, the name of the person you are impersonating
and the link “End impersonating” in the menu in the top-right corner (figure 14b). By pressing the link
“End impersonating” you will finish acting as another user and return to your own account.

a
b
Figure 14. The menu, “My administration” with the additional option: “Act as other user”. You can take over
someone’s account if this person has delegated his or her account to you. When you select the option “Act as other
user” you can select a user from the list by using the combo-box. (a) Select the user you want to take over and press
the button “Take control”. (b) The menu in the top-right corner will change. Underneath your own name, the person
you are impersonating becomes visible. By pressing “End impersonating” you will return to your own account.
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Example – “Act as other user”
In this example, let’s call this person van der Jeugd, will delegate his account to someone else, and let’s
call this person van Coehoorn. Now van Coehoorn will see an additional sub-component in the tab “My
administration”, called “Act as other user” (figure 14). When van Coehoorn selects the sub-component
“Act as other user” he will have the ability to choose from a list of people who have delegated van
Coehoorn to act in their behalf, in this case he selects van der Jeugd. This will give van Coehoorn the
possibility to step into the shoes of van der Jeugd and he is able to see and manage the account of van
der Jeugd. Of course it is important to delegate your account only to someone who you know very well
and trust. So before delegating your account to someone else, be sure to consult each other.

3.3

My rings

In “My rings” you are able to manage your own ring stock as long as you are logged in. You can reach
“My rings” from the left-side bar menu, by selecting “My administration”  “My rings”. The overview
screen “My rings” (figure 15) will show you all of the rings which have been distributed to you. The rings
are grouped by ring size. If, for example, you are using 2.3, 2.8 and 5.0 RVS (=stainless steel) rings than
you will see three rows in the overview screen which correspond to these ring sizes. A maximum of five
rows is shown on one page. The screen will open standard at page 1. At the bottom of the screen you
can see on which page you currently are, and how many pages there are in total (figure 15a). Also you
are able to see how many items there are in total, and which items are shown (figure 15b). You can use
either the slider at the bottom of the screen or the black arrow (left or right) to navigate between the
different pages (figure 15a).

c

b

a

Figure 15. The overview screen: “My rings”. In this example there are (a) 2 pages, containing (b) 8 different ring
sizes in total. On page 1 the ring sizes 2.0, 2.3, 2.8, 3.3 and 4.2 are shown. By using the white arrow (c) ring size 2.3
is expanded and shows three different ring series which were distributed to this ringer.
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You can expand each ring size by using the white arrow on the left side in front of each row (figure 15c).
Underneath the ring size of your choice, you will now see the separate batches of each ring size which
are distributed to you. A maximum of three rows is displayed here. Just like before you are able to use
the slider and black arrows to navigate between the different pages.

In “My rings” the following data is shown:
Ring size: shows the size of the ring. E.g. 2.3 or 5.0 (two decimals are shown in the screen, so 2.30,
5.00, etc.).
Material: shows the material where the ring is made of (RVS = stainless steel). This field will be left
blank when the ring is made from aluminum.
#Batches: shows the number of batches which have been distributed to you. One batch represents one
order containing a certain number of rings of the same size. This implies that one batch can contain
multiple strands.
#Rings: shows the total number of rings of a certain ring size, which has been distributed to you, or the
total number of rings of one batch, which has been distributed to you.
#Ringed: shows the total number of rings which are used to ring a bird of the corresponding ring size or
ring batch.
#Inquiry: shows the number of open inquiries of the corresponding ring size or ring batch.
#Strand: shows the number of rings which haven’t yet been attached to a bird. This represents the
number of rings which are still available and are still remaining on the strand. If you actually have fewer
rings on the strand, this implies that a portion of the ring data isn’t yet entered into GRIEL yet (you need
to do this a soon as possible) or you have lost rings.
Date sold: shows the date when the corresponding ring batch is distributed to you.
Start ring: shows the number of the first ring in the corresponding batch.
End ring: shows the number of the last ring in the corresponding batch.
Each ring batch can be expanded by using the white arrow on the left side of each in front of each batch
row. Now you are able to see additional information about the individual rings in the corresponding ring
batch. For each ring you will notice a number of basic data elements (figure 16). By selecting the paper
with the magnifying glass (figure 16a) you are able to review details of the ring data of the rings you
have already used. For rings which haven’t yet been entered in GRIEL it is possible to select the
corresponding ring by selecting the paper with plus-sign (figure 16b). You are being directed to the entry
screen and are able to add the ring data of this specific ring. More details on the entry of ring data will be
discussed in chapter 4.1.
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a
b

Figure 16. The overview screen: “My rings”. In this example the ring size 2.3 is totally expanded. Here you see the
three different Ring Batches and subsequently the individual rings of the Ring Batch that was sold on 16-08-2005.
This batch contained 1000 rings, of which 997 are used and 2 are left on the strand. For each individual ring the
scheme (noted here as SCH), RingNumber, Ring date and number of recaptures (#Recaputures) is shown. (a)The
‘symbol of the paper with the magnifying glass’ will redirect you to the complete details of this specific ring. (b) The
‘symbol of the paper with the plus-sign’ represents an unused ring, and will redirect you to the entry screen where
you are able to add the ring data of this specific ring.
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3.4

My projects

In the sub-component “My projects” you are able to manage your own projects. You can reach “My
projects” from the left-side bar menu, by selecting “My administration”  “My projects”. As long as you
are signed in, “My projects” is accessible in this way. The overview screen will show you all of the
projects of which you are the project owner (see Box 2). Each ringer is owner of at least one project.
This project is most of the time called ‘tuinproject’ (= garden project) and is used to enter data of birds
which have been ringed in e.g. your own back garden. Other projects can be CES-project, RAS-project,
Birds of prey or Owls, etc.

Why projects?
All of the different ring activities are divided into projects and programs by Vogeltrekstation. At this
moment there are over 30 different projects and programs. Some examples of the most important
projects are: “Tuin” (= garden), “CES” and “RAS”. Everyone is able to contribute to one of these projects.
Besides the different projects there are separate programs for the ring activities of certain research
institutes and organizations, universities, etc. Programs are divided into projects. Some programs have
many different projects, e.g. “CES” and “RAS”. Other programs only have a few projects. This division
into programs and projects gives structure to the different ring activities. This makes it easier for the
ringer and for us (Vogeltrekstation). This way ring data which is linked to each other can be easier
recognized and possibly disconnected from other ring data. Projects are noted the same as the group
numbers which Vogeltrekstation previously used. The group numbers are however no longer being used
in GRIEL. For example before GRIEL a capture within CES was recorded under the group number “C18”.
Nowadays, with the introduction of GRIEL, a capture within CES is recorded under the project “C18 De
Borkeld”. In the past when the captures were recorded under a group number it was impossible to
identify who the actual ringer was. Nowadays with GRIEL all captures are always entered by, and
connected to, the actual ringer and linked to a certain project. In this way the information about the
actual ringer isn’t lost.
There can be one or multiple ringers participating in a single project. The ringers can have different roles
within a project: “project owner”, “project member” and “project member-owner”. The difference
between the three different roles is explained in Box 2. “Owners” and “members” are able to view all of
the capture and recapture data which are part of a project. For example, if you are participating in a
project together with John. Then John will see your data and John’s own data in “My projects”. John is
however only allowed to change his own data and not your data. Keep this in mind when arranging
projects. The participation in projects is being regulated by Vogeltrekstation. Just like the prolongation of
you ring-license you can ask Vogeltrekstation permission to join a certain project are start a new project.
If you want to change the arrangement of a project please contact Vogeltrekstation.
Another big advantage of working in projects is the possibility to change the entry options for each
project individually. This function will be described in more detail later this chapter. The settings for the
entry screens can also be changed on a program level. The programs are controlled by Vogeltrekstation.
All the settings which are set by Vogeltrekstation on a program level are impossible to change on the
project level.
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Box 2. Projects
Definition: A project is defined by the captures, recaptures and reports in terms of method, goals and targeted
for analysis belonging together and therefore should be considered separately from other captures, recaptures
and reports. In a single project there one or multiple ringers can be participating. The participants can have
different roles within a project: “project owner”, “project member” and “project member-owner”.

Project owner: can enter capture and recapture data for the project for all the participants of a certain project.
The project owner is the administrator of a project. The project owner doesn’t need to hold a ring license. The
project owner is able to view and change the capture and recapture data. The project owner receives messages
concerning capture and recapture reports (inquiries, conflicts messages, complete messages and problem
messages, see chapter 3.5 My Messages).
Project member: participates in a project as a ringer. The project member can be appointed as a ringer or
reporter for a project by the project owner, but is unable to add or change ring data. Someone can be appointed
a project member if he or she is a ringer but isn’t doing his/her own administration. The project member is able
to see the data, but unable to add or make changes. The project member also doesn’t receive any messages.
Project member-owner: is a combination of the two roles described before. The project member-owner is able to
enter data for him or herself, other project participants and is also actively participating in the project as a
ringer. If you have a project of which you are the only participant than you are always given the role project
member-owner.
Adding data to the correct project: The division into different projects is only useful if all the ring and recapture
data is linked to the correct projects. Vogeltrekstation used the old group numbers to link data to specific
projects. When Vogeltrekstation introduced GRIEL we grouped all the data into different projects. We might
have chosen a division which is unsuitable for you, maybe certain participants are missing or participants are
mentioned who don’t belong to your project. Please report this to Vogeltrekstation (info@vogeltrekstation.nl) as
soon as possible, so we can make adjustments.

You can reach “My projects” from the left-side bar menu, by selecting “My administration”  “My
projects”. You will see the overview screen containing all the projects in which you are participating. Be
aware: you will only see the projects of which you are owner or member-owner. You will not be able to
see the projects of which you are member, because you are unable to make setting changes in these
projects.

a
Figure 17. The overview screen: “My projects”. Here you will see the projects of which you are owner or memberowner. (a) The pencil icon which you can use to make changes in the settings of the project.
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For each project you are able to see in the overview screen: the project name, project description, the
start and end date of the project, and the total number of members of this project (figure 17). You can
see how many of the participants are active participants, meaning how many participants have a GRIEL
account. By pressing the pencil icon (figure 17a) in the beginning of each row, you are able to make
changes for this project. By pressing the pencil icon you will see four tabs: General Settings, Capture
Settings, Recapture Settings, and Biometric Settings. The functions of these four tabs will be explained
one by one.
General Settings: Overview of all the general settings of the project (in this example C65
Vogeltrekstation). Here you are able to see the Start and End Date, Project Description and all the
Current participants (in this example there are 6 active participants and 1 InActive, figure 18). You are
unable to make changes here. If you see an irregularity, please inform Vogeltrekstation:
info@vogeltrekstation.nl.
The only changes you are able to make
here is “Enable Biometrics” by adding or
removing the tick in front of this row. If
the Biometric setting is disabled or
enabled at the program level you are
unable to make changes here.

Figure 18. The overview screen: “My
projects” and the first tab “General Settings”.
Here you will see the basic settings of each
project, like project name, start and end date
project description and participants.

Capture Settings: Overview of all the fields which are visible in the entry screen for the ring data. For
each field it is possible to set three functions:

Default value: For each field in this screen it is possible to set it to a default text or value (figure 19a),
which can save you a lot of time when entering data into GRIEL. On the program level certain fields can
be given a default value, you are unable to change these fields. This is always the case for the first field,
“Scheme”. The default text for this field is set to Arnhem VT (Netherlands), because Dutch ringers only
receive Dutch rings. If you never use other marks (such as color bands, etc.), than set the field “Other
marks” to “No other marks present or not know to be present”. If you are only ringing barn swallows
within the same project, then you can set the field “Species” to barn swallow. By using many default
settings for the different projects, it makes storing data into GRIEL easier and save you lots of time. Be
aware: if you choose a default value for “condition” you have to select a default value for “circumstances”
because these fields are dependent of each other.

Visible: When putting a tick in the field “visible”, this field becomes visible when entering capture data
(figure 19b). If you remove the tick, this field will not be visible. You can make the fields which you never
use invisible. Be aware: make sure that the correct default value is set!
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a
b

c

Figure 19. The overview screen: “My projects” and the second tab “Capture Settings”. Here you are able to set the
fields which are visible in the entry screen for the ring data. For each field it is possible to set three functions, (a) a
default value, (b) “Visible” and (c) “Enabled”. Be sure to press the “Save” button in the bottom-right corner of the
screen to save the changes.

Enabled: When putting a tick in the field “Enabled”, this field is visible and you are able to make changes
in this field (figure 19c). If you remove the tick, you are able to see this field but you are unable to make
changes in this field. There can be certain fields which you never change but which you do want to see,
as a reminder (e.g.”Species”= barn swallow). Be aware: that a default value is set if you disable a field!
When you are done with the settings in the “Capture Settings”, be sure to press the “Save” button in the
bottom-right corner of the screen to save the changes you have made. You are able to change the
“Capture Settings” as often and whenever you want.
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Recapture Settings: The “Recapture Settings” screen shows all the fields which are visible when
entering a recapture in GRIEL. The overview screen of “Recapture Settings” is identical to the “Capture
Settings” screen. You can set your preference in the same way as in the “Capture Settings” screen.
By using the capture and recapture project settings of GRIEL in a smart way you can save yourself a lot
of work and time. Here are some additional tips and useful settings (of course depending on your
personal preference):
•

•
•

•

•
•

If you don’t want to make any changes in a specific field, please remove the tick from the box
“Enabled”. The field will now appear with the default chosen value in the entry screen. It isn’t
possible to change the value of this field while adding ring data.
If you want to make a field invisible, please remove the tick from the box “Visible”. You will not
be able to see this field while adding ring data.
BE AWARE: You are only allowed to disable or make the field invisible if you have selected a
default value. If no default value is selected, you are unable to save the project settings. Because
if this field is disabled and invisible and you haven’t selected a default value this field will remain
empty. This isn’t allowed. IMPORTANT: first select a default value and afterwards select disable
and/or invisible.
If you have a RAS-project: set the field “Species” with a fixed value and remove the tick from
“Enable”. By setting your preference to a fixed species and visible you are able to see the species
as a reminder (if for example you have different RAS-projects), but it is impossible to enter the
wrong species.
Don’t forget to set the settings for “Capture” as well as “Recapture”. Many of these settings will
be the same, but not all of them.
On the program level, a number of settings have been set by Vogeltrekstation. It is impossible to
change these settings on the project level. The following program setting are impossible to
change on the project level:
o “Scheme” is always set to ‘Arnhem VT [Netherlands]’ and is impossible to make changes.
o “Scheme new” is also set to ‘Arnhem VT [Netherlands]’, but this field is changeable when
adding ring data. This field is only visible when someone is changing a ring.
o “Verification of Metal ring”: The ring is only verified if the ring is sent to Vogeltrekstation.
For ring data this is of course never the case, therefore this field has the default value:
‘Ring NOT verified by scheme’.
o “Primary identification method” is always set to metal ring and isn’t visible or changeable
while adding ring data.
o “Euring Code Identifier” is always set to ‘EURING exchange-code 2000’ (2001). Directly
coded (no translation of older codes)’ and is invisible while adding ring data.

Here are some additional settings which are useful:
•
•

•

“Metal ring information”, set this field to ‘Metal ring added (where no metal ring was present)’,
but keep this field ‘visible’ and ‘enabled’. You can also choose: ‘on’ or ‘above tarsus’.
“Other marks”, set this field to ‘No other marks present of not known to be present’. Unless you
are using color markings, than you can choose, ‘Coloured or numbered leg-ring(s) or flags
added’.
“Species”, set this field to your RAS-species en remove the tick from ‘Enabled’. For other projects
select the species which is caught most often or set to ‘<No Default>’.
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•
•

“Sex”, set this field to ‘Unknown’. While entering data you will only have to change this field to
‘male’ or ‘female’ if you are able to determine the sex of the bird.
“Age”, choose the age that occurs most often, for example ‘After 1st-year: full-grown bird
hatched before this calendar year’. Are you only ringing chicks than set “Age” to ‘nestling or

chick, unable to fly’.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Pullus age”, “Accuracy of Pullus Age” and “Brood size”. If you never ring chicks, set this field to:
‘bird isn’t a pullus’ and remove the tick from “Enable’ and ‘Visible’. Recaptures are never pullus.
“Status”, is a superfluous field. This is an inheritance from the old EURING code, which isn’t
useful. Set the default value of this field to: ‘Unknown or unrecorded’.
“Condition”, set this field to: ‘Alive and probably healthy and released by a ringer’, this covers the
captures and recaptures.
“Circumstances”, set as the default value: ‘hunted, trapped, poisoned intentionally by man’, this
covers the captures and recaptures.
“Circumstances presumed”, set as the default value: ‘No doubt about the circumstances’, and
remove the tick from “Enable’ and ‘Visible’.
“Manipulated”, set as the default value: ‘Normal, not manipulated bird’, this covers the captures
and recaptures.
“Moved before”, set as the default value: ’Not moved’, this covers the captures and recaptures.
“Accuracy of Date”, set as the default value: ‘Accurate to the day’, and remove the tick from
‘Enable’ and ‘Visible’. As a ringer it is impossible to be unsure of the capture date.
“Catching method”, set as the default value: the method you use most often for catching birds.
“Catching lures”, set as the default value: ‘definitely no lure used’ or the lure you use most often.
“Accuracy of coordinates”, set as the default value: ‘accurate to the given co-ordinates’.

TIP: We advise you to put some additional effort in the settings of the different entry screens for the
capture and recaptures. Set as many default values for each project, and if possible make certain fields
invisible. This will make the entry screen shorter and will save you more time while entering data in
GRIEL.
Biometric Settings: The “Biometric Settings” screen shows all the fields for the biometric values which
you can make visible when entering a (re)capture in GRIEL (figure 20). In these settings you are able to
make a selection of the biometric measurements you and your ring group is gathering within a certain
project. There are two fields reserved for your own specific measurements (Other1 and Other2). Only
make the fields visible which are relevant for your project. For each field it is possible to set the field to
visible or invisible by using the tick in the box (figure 20). Some biometric settings are predetermined in

the program settings by Vogeltrekstation, you can’t change these settings.
In the example (figure 20) you can see that only the fields Wing length, weight, weighing time, fat score
- Busse (0-5), primary moult – penscoresom, body moult, cloaca, brood patch, Ohter1, Other2 and User
are visible. In the last field, “User”, you can indicate who has made the biometric measurements. The
order in which the biometric measurement fields are displayed is set by Vogeltrekstation on the program
level. So you are unable to change the order in which the different fields are being displayed. Don’t forget
to save the changes you have made!
BE AWARE: for CES the fields Other 1 is reserved for the CES period (1-12) en Other 2 is reserved for
the net number!
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These
fields are
set on the
project
level.
You are
able to
change
the
visibility
of these
biometric
measures.

These
fields are
set on the
program
level.
You are
unable to
make
changes
here

Figure 20. The overview screen: “My projects” and the fourth tab “Biometric Settings”. Here you are able to set the
fields which are visible in the entry screen for the biometric entries. For each field it is possible to set the field to
visible or invisible by using the tick in the box. Some biometric settings are predetermined in the program settings by
Vogeltrekstation, you can’t change these settings. Always press “Save” after you have made your changes.
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3.5

My messages

In “My messages” you are able to manage all the messages which have been generated by GRIEL
resulting from actions by you or others using GRIEL. There are four different messages displayed by
different tabs: inquiries, conflicts, completed and problems (figure 21). Most of the messages you receive
will be “Completed”, the third messages tab. Here you will see the messages concerning rings which have
been attached by or reports which are done by a third party. Here you will also see reports of birds which
were ringed and recaptured by yourself. Only when something is going wrong you will see a different
kind of message. In the first messages tab “Inquiries” you will receive inquires related to reports of rings
which were distributed to but if which there are no records listed in GRIEL yet. In the second messages
tab “Conflicts” you will receive messages if there is a discrepancy about certain details, between the
ringer and the reporter of the ring (e.g. species). The fourth messages tab “Problems” is only relevant for
Vogeltrekstation and you will never receive message of this kind.
New messages which have been read are displayed bold on top of the list (figure 21). Once the message
has been read the message is no longer displayed bold and is dropped down in the list. The messages
are sorted by date, where the youngest message is listed on top. You are unable to remove messages,
even read and completed messages will remain. As a default setting only the messages of the last half
year are displayed. You are able to change the time frame of the messages which are shown (figure
21a). Be Aware: you will no longer receive messages by post or email, all messages are shown in GRIEL.
You are however able to print the messages, and send them to your email account from GRIEL if you
want to. If you want to save messages outside GRIEL you can print the message to a .pdf file.

a

Figure 21. The overview screen: “My messages” is divided into four tabs. Each tab has its own type of messages:
inquiries, conflicts, completed and problems. Unread messages are displayed in bold. Once a message is read it will
be dropped down in the list. Unread and read messages are sorted by date, the youngest message on top.
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Inquiries: in this category there are two possible messages:
1) The message the REPORTER receives:
This is the message that you as a REPORTER receive after you have entered a recapture (capture, ring
reading or discovery) of a ring from which the ring data isn’t yet present in the database (figure 22). In
this message the address information of the ringer isn’t visible. By using the buttons in the bottom of the
screen you have different functions: you are able to close the message, sent this message by email or
open a print preview of the selected message.
If the ring you reported is a Dutch ring, automatically a second message is generated which will be send
to the ringer by GRIEL. In this message the ringer is being asked to enter the ring data into GRIEL. If the
reporter has found a non-Dutch ring, of a foreign ring scheme, a message is generated which is visible in
GRIEL for the ring scheme of the corresponding country, including the question to enter the missing ring
data. As soon as the missing ring data is entered, GRIEL automatically creates a new message which is
being sent to you containing the ring details of the inquiry. The inquiry message will however remain in
the messages overview. Be aware: whenever you are making a spelling error and you have entered a
ring number which doesn’t exist, automatically an inquiry is being created. Reports of non-existing ring
numbers will be deleted by the employees of Vogeltrekstation, you don’t need to do anything about this.
Your inquiries however will remain in the list of messages.

Your address information
(=reporter)

Figure 22 . An example of the message “inquiries” (reporter). Here you will see the message which you will receive
as a REPORTER when you have entered a ring number of which the data isn’t yet present.
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2) The message the RINGER receives:
This is the message that you as the RINGER receive after a ring is reported which has been supplied to
you and of which the ring details aren’t present yet (figure 23). Again you are able to reply to this
message by using the buttons in the bottom of the screen. For this messages there are however more
possible reply options. If you have already put the ring on the bird but you haven’t yet entered the ring
data, you can go to “Enter ringinformation now”, and add the missing data. If you haven’t yet used the
ring you can reply by the button, “Ring is on strand”, this implies that the reporter has made a mistake. If
the ring is never supplied to you and isn’t in your possession, you can select the button, “Not my ring”.
Again you are able to select the options: “Close”, “Mail message to” and “Open printable version” at the
bottom of the screen.

Your address information
(=ringer)

Figure 23 . An example of the message “inquiries” (ringer). Here you will see the message which you will receive as
a RINGER when someone has entered a ring number of which the data isn’t yet present, but which has been
supplied to you. You can use the buttons in the bottom of the screen to reply.
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Conflicts: Conflict messages occur when there is a disagreement between the ringer and the reporter
about the reported species, or when the recovery date is before the ring date (figure 24). Be aware:
conflict messages are only created when the reporter is a ringer or regular reporter. For public reports no
conflict message is being created, because it is impossible to expect the general public to be able to
determine every bird species and many mistakes can be made this way.
Conflicts concerning the species or date are quite often not because of a wrong determination of the
species or date input, but most often because of wrong entry of ring numbers. In those cases the only
option is to remove the capture (ring data or recapture) and enter the capture again. Because of
technical reasons it is impossible to make changes in ring numbers which have been entered in GRIEL.
Deleting a ring record is possible by using the button “Remove my capture” at the bottom of a conflict
message (figure 24a). Be aware: removing captures is only possible from the conflict and problem
messages. Captures which don’t generate any of these kinds of messages can’t be removed within
GRIEL. If you however want to remove a capture because you have made a mistake while entering the
data in GRIEL, please inform Vogeltrekstation.

Your address information
(=reporter)

The name of the Ringer

The name of the reporter (in Dutch = Melder)

a
Figure 24 . An example of the message “inquiries” (reporter). Here you will see the message which you will receive
as a REPORTER (in Dutch = ‘Melder’) when someone has entered a ring number of which the data isn’t yet present,
but which has been supplied to you. You can use the buttons on the bottom of the screen to reply. (a) Deleting a
ring record is possible by using the button “Remove my capture”
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Completed: The “completed messages” are generated when ring data and recovery data are known and
no conflicts arise (figure 25). In contrary to the other messages, mentioned before, the RINGER and the
REPORTER will receive the same message, containing the most relevant ring and recovery details of the
bird. The same message is visible in GRIEL for the RINGER and the REPORTER. For public reports the
message is being sent by email to the reporter of the ring. When a public reporter is using GRIEL, but
doesn’t leave his or her email address the message will not be sent by post. This will be pointed out to
the public reporter. The recoveries which Vogeltrekstation receives by telephone or post do however
receive a reply by post.
Apart from the ring and recovery details of the bird, the EURING 2000 codes are displayed in this
message in grey, behind each line (figure 25a). At the bottom of the ring and recovery details the
complete EURING 2000 code is displayed in one text line (figure 25b). This EURING 2000 code text line is
mentioned for the different foreign ring schemes. This makes it possible for them to add the recovery
data details to their database.

The ringer address information
(=ringer)

Your address information
(=reporter)

a
b
b

c
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Figure 25 .
An example of the
message “completed”.
This message is the
same for the ringer and
the reporter.
(a) The EURING 2000
code is displayed in
grey behind each line.
(b) Underneath the
Ring and Recovery
details the EURING
2000 code text line is
displayed. The buttons
at the bottom can be
used to email or print
the message.
(c) Use the “Open
printable version” to
print the current
message.
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Printing messages: all messages can be printed by pressing the button “Open printable version” at the
bottom of each message (figure 25c). The messages will be opened in a new window of your browser.
Now you are able to print the current message by using the “print” button in the bottom of the screen
(figure 26) or by using the print option of your browser (figure 27), or by pressing Ctrl + P. The recovery
message is created in such a way, that it would fit on one A-4 paper.

Figure 26 .
An example of the “printable version” of a
message. Press the “Print” button to print the
current message.

a
b

c
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Figure 27 . How to print
messages in some of the
different browsers:
(a) Google Chrome
(b) Mozilla Firefox and
(c) Windows Explorer.
Be aware that appearances
can be different depending
on your version of the
browser.
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Problems: Messages in the folder “Problems” are only visible for the employees of Vogeltrekstation.
Unsolved conflict messages will appear as “problem messages” in this folder which will result in active
steps by Vogeltrekstation.
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4. Captures
4.1

Add new ring-capture

You are able to enter your own ring data in the entry screen (figure 28). For the entry screen you have
decided how the appearance is in “My projects” and then “Capture settings” (3.4 My projects).

a
b
c

d

e
f

g

Figure 28 . The entry screen which you can use to enter new (re)capture data in GRIEL. The appearance is decided
by your own personal capture settings. Containing the following sections: (a) Project, (b) Ring, (c) Bird, (d) Capture,
(e) Location, (f) Biometry and (g) Files.
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In the entry screen for (figure 28) you will only see the fields which you have decided to be “visible” and
you are only able to change the fields for which the option “enabled” has been selected. You will also see
the default values which were selected in the settings and you are able to changes these if necessary.
For each different project the appearance of the entry screen can be different, depending on your
personal preferences. The entry screen consists out of different sections: Project, Ring, Bird, Capture,
Location, Biometry and Files. The use of each of these sections will be explained one by one.
Project
The first step is to select the project for which you want to enter the capture, for example CES, RAS, etc.
(figure 28a). If you only participate in one project you are unable to select a project and the project you
are participating in, is automatically selected (in this example Test project 2 VT). The next step is to
select the ringer for whom you are willing to enter the ring details. If you are owner-member of a project,
and no other ringers are active in this project no selection options are possible here, as you are the only
member and owner of this project.
Ring
The next step is to enter the ring details (figure 29). You start by selecting the Scheme, for Dutch ringers
this field is automatically set to Arnhem VT (Netherlands), considering that all the Dutch ringers only
receive Arnhem VT rings. The next step is to enter the RingNumber (Be aware: Mute swans (Cygnus olor)
are the only ring numbers which are entered double, for example A123A123). You can also add additional
information about the Metal Ring Information, the default value for this field is set to “Metal ring added
(where no metal ring was present)”. Next you can also add additional information about Other Marks, like
color rings, neck rings, wing tags or other additional marks. This field is standard set to “No other marks
present or not known to be present”. If you however select Other marks, two new entry fields appear,
OtherMarksCode and OtherMarksDescription (figure 29a). These fields are not necessary to fill in, and
you are allowed to leave them empty.

a fields for entering

The two additional
details about the
‘Other marks’.

Figure 29 . The entry screen for filling in detailed ring information. (a) If you have selected “Other Marks”, two
additional fields will appear for adding additional information about the marks.

It is impossible to enter a ring number in GRIEL which hasn’t been sold to you. Also if you enter a ring
number in GRIEL which is already present in the database, you are unable to save this ring number and
you will receive an error message! (figure 30). If you are sure that the ring number you have filled in is
correct and GRIEL still gives you an error message? It can be possible that someone else has made a
mistake while filling in his or her ring details, before GRIEL existed. Before GRIEL this check wasn’t
possible. If such a mistake occurs please inform Vogeltrekstation to solve this problem for you.
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Figure 30 . The entry screen for filling in detailed ring information. If you have made a mistake while entering a
RingNumber you can see an error message.

Bird
The next step is to fill in information about the bird. You start by selecting the bird species in either
English or using scientific names. To use scientific names put a tick in the box (figure 31a). There are two
ways of selecting a bird species from the combo-box:
1. Use the black triangle at the right side and scroll through the list.
2. Type in the first letters of the birds species and then select the species you need. (Be aware: you
need to select a species by either selecting it with the mouse button or by selecting the correct
species by using the arrow-keys and pressing ENTER.
Example:

We want to fill in the bird details of a blackcap. We start by typing “black” and you will
see multiple options (figure 31b). Now select “Blackcap” from the list by using the arrowkeys or mouse.

The next step is to add additional information about the “Sex” (you can also select “unknown” here),
“Age”, “Brood Size” (for “Brood Size” you select “bird isn’t a nestling” if the bird is full grown or fledged
bird”), “Status“, “Manipulated” and “Moved before (re)capture”.

a

b

Figure 31 . The entry screen for filling in bird information. (a) Selecting the bird species by using either English or
Scientific names. (b) By typing the first letters in the combo-box you will see some possible options, which narrows
down the list.
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Capture
In the section “Capture” you can fill in information about the “Capture Date/Time”, you can select the
calendar button and the alarm clock to quickly select a date and time (figure 32). You can also fill in the
“Accuracy of Date”, “Catching Method”, and if you have used them the “Catching Lures”, and “Personal
remarks” if necessary.

Figure 32 . The entry screen for filling in capture information. You can select the calendar button and the alarm
clock to quickly select a date and time.

Location
In the section “Location” you are able to select the location where you have captured the bird. This can
be done in two different ways.
1. Capture location: By typing the address and place location (e.g. Droevendaalsesteeg 11,
Wageningen) in the first field (figure 33), and next selecting Google Maps to select the correct
location. This can be done by pressing the button “Use Google Maps”. A new screen will open
which will give you the possibility to select the capture location. After selecting the correct
location pres the “Close” button. (Be aware: It is important to select a location on the Google
Map before pressing close, if no location is selected on the map, the location will NOT be saved!).

Figure 33 . The entry screen for filling in the “Capture
location by using the address and place of the location
and pressing “Use Google Maps”. This will open the
Google maps window. (Be aware: it is necessary to
select a location on the Google Map).
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2. Search Coordinates: By typing the “Latitude” and “Longitude” coordinates in Degrees, Minutes
and Seconds, followed by pressing “Process Location” (figure 34). This will result in the opening
of Google Maps which will pin point the coordinates which are filled in. To save the current
location select the exact location and press the “Close” button.

Figure 34 . The entry screen for filling in the “Search Coordinates, by using the “Latitude” and “Longitude”
coordinates to select the capture location.

For both options mentioned above (Capture Location and Search Coordinates) the “Google
Placedescription” will automatically be filled in. You can add additional information in the field “Extra
Place Information” and you can indicate the accuracy of the coordinates which you have filled in.

Biometry
In the biometry section you are able to use all the fields which you have made “visible” and “enabled”. As
has been mentioned before (chapter 3.4 Biometric Settings), you are able to select the fields which you
want to be visible. Therefore depending on the project the visibility can be different.
Files
Different file formats can be uploaded to save additional information about the capture or special
captures. Be aware: that only certain files (Words, .pdf, .jpg, etc.) can be uploaded and that there is a
maximum to the size of the uploaded file.
After you have finished filling in all the fields you can press the “Save” button to save the capture into the
database or the “Save + Copy” button. The “Save + Copy” button will result in opening a new capture file
which contains most of the fields already filled in.

4.2

Re-captures

The entry screens for “Re-captures” is identical to the entry screen of “Captures”, but again can have a
different appearance depending on the project you are working in. So for more information about the ReCapture entry screen please see chapter 4.1 Captures.
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5. Tips & Tricks for GRIEL
5.1

Combo-box

GRIEL is making use of the so called combo-boxes. By using the combo-box you are able to make a
choice from a list of options. You can see all the different options by selecting the black triangle on the
right side of a field. Sometimes there are only a few items, and you are able to select the preferred item
by selecting it with the mouse. The box closes again, your choice is visible and your selection has been
made.

The list possible
items that contains
the word “black”

Figure 35 . The combo-box (for searching the correct species) which contains a list of possible options after the
word “black” has been typed. At the bottom of the list you will see the total number of available items and the small
triangle which gives you the possibility to quickly scroll to the next ten items.

Sometimes there are a lot of different items in one list, for example species name, ring scheme, etc. Only
the first ten items in the combo-box will be displayed, and you are able to scroll down by using the bar
on the right side, or using the arrow buttons to select the correct item. You are also able to show the
next ten items in the combo-box by pressing the black arrow underneath the combo-box (figure 35). The
quickest and easiest way to search in a long list with many different items is to type in the first letters or
a whole word. As soon as the first letter is typed you will only see the items which contain that letter. If
you continue typing the list will get shorter and shorter. If the correct item is displayed you can select it
by using the mouse or arrow-keyss and pressing ENTER (figure 36).

Figure 36 . The combo-box minimizes the possible number of items which makes it easier to find the correct item. In
this example we are looking for Vogeltrekstation. Each additional letter results in a shorter list of options.
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If you are not sure which items occur in the list and you are looking for something specific you are also
able to use a keyword. Only those items which contain that keyword will be displayed. For example: you
have found a dead bird which has been hit by a car. Than you can type “traffic” and all the options
contain traffic will be displayed. From the list you are now able to make a selection.

5.2

Sorting data

In all the screens where data is being shown, you have the option to sort the data according to your
preference. Some examples of screens which show data are: the overview your ring and recovery details,
your projects, members of a project and ring series. The screen consists out of multiple columns and
each column has its own header. You are able to sort the data in the screen by pressing on the column
name with the mouse button (figure 37). As a default the data in the screen is sorted from down to up,
in other words from ‘0’ to ‘9’ or from ‘A’ to ‘Z’. Pressing the name of the column again will sort the data in
the opposite order, from ‘9’ to ‘0’ or from ‘Z’ to ‘A’.
 Unsorted

 Sorted by species

Figure 37 . Sorting the data
by pressing the column
header. In this example the
data is being sorted by
species. By pressing the
column header “Species”, it
will be sorted from A – Z.
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5.3

Filter data

In all the screens where data is shown you are also able to filter the data. By using the filters you will
minimize the total number of visible records. In this way you will only see those records which comply
with the set filter value, either text or number. For example you can set a filter to a certain bird species,
a ring number or a specific location. But it is also possible to set multiple filters, for example if you are
looking for a certain bird species, at a specific location, in a specific time frame (e.g. great tit and STW
project from 22nd March 2011 to 22nd September 2011, figure 38).

c
a

b

Figure 38 . Here a screen is presented with different filter options. (a) You have the option to set the filter on or off
by selecting “yes” or “no”, the default setting is set to “no” filter. Setting the filter to “yes” will display textboxes
underneath the column headings. (b) You are also able to set a date filter, after setting the date filter press
“Refresh”. (c) Writing text in the white textboxes and afterwards pressing the funnel will display different filter
options.

Example (great tit, for STW project, from 22nd March 2011 to 22nd September 2011)
But how do you do this? On top of the screen you will see the line: “Show filter fields” and “Filter table on
data”. The default value for the show filter field is set to “No”. You can use the filter by selecting “Yes”
(figure 38a). Underneath each column heading a white textbox appears which you can use to add text or
numbers. For the date filter you are able to type a certain time frame or use the calendar icon and press
the “Refresh” button (figure 38b). The default value for the date filter is the last 6 months. In our
example we will type in the text “stw project” in the place description and select the funnel (figure 38c).
When you have selected the funnel a list with possible filter options will appear (figure 39). In this case
we will select the filter option “Contains”. All the other options will be described later. The same will be
done for the species, here we will type”great tit” followed by the funnel and the filter option “Contains”.
After having applied three different filters you will only see all the great tits from the STW project caught
between 22nd March and 22nd September 2011.
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Filter options
After you have selected the funnel different filter
options will appear, each filter option will be
described shortly one by one (figure 39).

NoFilter: Is used to remove the set filter and
return to the screen without any filter.
Contains: Displays all records which contain the
written text or numbers.

DoesNotContain: Displays all records which do
NOT contain the written text or numbers.
StartsWith: Displays all records which start with
the written text or numbers.

EndsWith: Displays all records which end with the
written text or numbers.
EqualTo: Displays all records which are equal to
the written text or numbers.

NotEqualTo: Displays all records which are NOT
equal to the written text or numbers.

GreaterThan: Displays all records which are

Figure 39 . After you have pressed the funnel you will
see an overview of all the different filter options.

greater than the written text or numbers.

LessThan: Displays all records which less than the
written text or numbers.
GreatherThanOrEqualTo: Displays all records which are greater or equal to the written text or numbers.
LessThanOrEqualTo: Displays all records which are less or equal to the written text or numbers.
Between: This filter isn’t working at the moment. Sorry.
NotBetween: This filter isn’t working at the moment. Sorry.
IsEmpty: Displays all empty records.
NotIsEmpty: Displays all records which are not empty.
IsNull: Displays all empty records (filter is equal to IsEmpty).
NotIsNull: Displays all records which are not empty (filter is equal to NotIsEmpty).
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5.4

Multiple pages

Data in GRIEL is quite often displayed on multiple pages. For ring and recovery data most of the times
about 20 records (lines) are displayed on one page. In the bottom right corner you can see the total
number of records and in how many records are being displayed on the current page (figure 40a). In the
bottom left corner you can see how many pages there are in total and the page you are on right now
(figure 40b).

b

a

Figure 40. (a) The total number of records and how many records are displayed on this page. (b) The total number
of pages and the page you are on right now.

5.5

Screen size

You are able to adjust the screen size by using the F11 key on your keyboard when you are in GRIEL. By
pressing the F11 key you will go to “Full screen mode”, this works for all known browsers. This makes it
much easier to keep the overview because you are making maximum use of your screen size. If you have
set your project settings properly it can be that you don’t need to scroll down to the next entry field.

5.6

Accuracy of coordinates

Within GRIEL it is possible to increase the accuracy of your (re)capture by using the Google Maps
function. After a location is selected from the Google Maps, the field “accuracy of coordinates” is
automatically filled in depending on your selected zoom level. If you are using the maximum zoom level
you are able to make the capture coordinates really accurate. This is displayed as “Accurate to the given
co-ordinates”. In our previous program (called POOT) the coordinates were exported with an accuracy of
“Somewhere in a circle with radius 5 km (3.1 mile)”. When you receive a message about a recovery of a
bird with the accuracy of “Somewhere in a circle with radius 5 km (3.1 mile)” it is a bird from our
predecessor POOT.

5.7

Fast entry in GRIEL

Entering data in GRIEL goes much faster if you combine the use of mouse, arrow-keys and the TAB-key
in a smart way. Here are some useful tips:
1. By using the TAB-key you are able to jump from one entry field to the next. One exception is the
entry field for the ring number. This can be particular useful when entering biometric
measurements.
2. By using the TAB-key you are able to quickly go to the “Save” or “Save and Copy” buttons. By
pressing the ENTER-key when you are located on top of the button will execute this command.
After having filled in the last field and by using the TAB-key you are able to:
- 2x TAB + ENTER = Back
- 3x TAB + ENTER = Save
- 4x TAB + ENTER = Save and Copy.
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When you are entering data of birds which are all captured at the same location you are able to
use the 4x TAB followed by ENTER to save this record and continue with the next capture. If you
put on the sound of your computer you will hear a beep-sound when the record has been saved.
After the beep, you can press ENTER and the next capture can be entered, while the ring number
is increased by 1.
3. A combination of SHIFT + TAB makes it possible to go back to the previous field, if you have
made a mistake or want to make adjustments in the previous field. It is impossible to leave the
ring number field by using either the TAB or the SHIFT + TAB function.
4. All the combo-boxes can also be used with the arrow-keys. This can be very useful if you are
entering biometric fields for example moult, cloaca, brood patch. By using a combination of TAB
and the arrow-keys followed by a ENTER
By practicing and using a combination of mouse, TAB, arrow-keys and ENTER it can save you a lot of
time filling in your data in GRIEL. After a while it goes easier and quicker, as long as you start slowly and
practice in the beginning.
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